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Tape Measure Holder

• Lightweight and durable
• Hook and loop closure

Tape Measure Holder     sW-05-534
large - Holds up to a 25” - 33” Tape Measure

Tool leash  So Light You Can’t Tell It’s There.

             • Polyurethane cord with nylon core for added durability.
                  • Amazing memory with no restriction.
                      • Unique comfortable wristband attaches to the
                           following: Wrist, Man Lifts, Ladders, Belt, Trussing,
                             Scaffolding, Staging, Etc.
                             • Can be used with the conventional choke
                                 method.
                              • Great for above ground and for under
                                 water usage.

setWear Glove Clip
Hold Your Gloves In A Pinch.

• 5” Wide Molded Strap
   with SetWear Logo.
• Fits All Belts Up to 3” Wide.

Tool leash
Black: sW-05-502

safety Glasses
sFT-00-Clr (Clear)   sFT-05-sMo (smoke)

setWear Knee pads
KNe-05-sFT

Glove Clip
sW-05-532

Lightweight multi-purpose knee pad.

safety Glasses
Knee pads

• Lightweight and flexible polycarbonate
   frame construction
• Contour lens enhances peripheral coverage
• Impact resistant polycarbonate lenses
• Protective storage bag included
• Provides 99% protection against harmful
   UV-A and UV-B rays
• LENS COLORS: CLEAR & SMOKE

• Lightweight contoured design
  offers comfort while kneeling

  or walking
• Textured design improves
   grip on slippery surfaces
• Strong and durable 
   nylon construction
• Fully adjustable hook
    & loop straps

• Easy on! Easy off!

Accessories & Safety Products 
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The New GenerationThe original setWear Gloves
EZ-Fit™ Gloves EZ-Fit Extreme™ Gloves

Smooth surface thumb 
and index finger point of 

contact improves handling 
of objects.

Reinforced thumb and
fingertips increase

protection and reduce wear.
Interior utility loop for 

hanging gloves.

Soft, flexible, durable 
and breathable

synthetic leather palm.

Padded, two-way 
stretch lined Spandex 

top for flexibility and fit.

4 mil gel foam padded 
synthetic leather palm.

Thick rubber
exterior finger guards.

Breathable mesh for
increased ventilation.

Smooth surface thumb 
and index finger improve

handling of objects.
Neoprene knuckle panel 

provides increased flexibility 
and protection.

Stretchable elastic 
cuff design.

EZ-Fit cuff design for 
fast entry.

Hidden interior seam 
stitching throughout 
eliminates snagging.

To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

StrongestStrong Stronger

StrongestStrong Stronger

seTWear eZ-FiT
Color Blk/Blk sW-05-007 - 012 (Xsmall - XXlarge)

For performance, protection, and value, no matter where you 
are; The EZ-Fit Gloves are the perfect fit! 

High performance, multi-purpose work glove.  Increased form-fitting
padded spandex knuckle paneling is only a part of what makes this glove 

a favorite for everyone. 

seTWear eZ-FiT eXTreMe
Color Blk/Blk sWX-05-007 - 012 (Xsmall - XXlarge)
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Pro Leather™ Tan Pro Leather™ Black

Anatomically-cut, leather 
palm and heel reinforced 

panels for extended durability.

Smooth surface 
thumb improves 

handling of objects.

Easy entry, wide 
opening elastic cuff 

(EZ-Fit design).
Logo pull tab.

Utility loop for 
hanging gloves.

Reinforced thumb and 
fingertips increase protection 

and reduce wear.

Top quality leather
construction throughout. New padded mesh 

for breathability.

Leather knuckle 
panel provides

increased protection.

EN 388:2003
EN 420:2003

EN 388:2003
EN 420:2003

2142

2132
To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

StrongestStrong Stronger

StrongestStrong Stronger

seTWear pro-leaTHer
Color: Tan  sWp-09-007 - 012 (Xsmall - XXlarge)

seTWear pro-leaTHer
Color: Black  sWp-05-007 - 012 (Xsmall - XXlarge)

Professional grade genuine leather work gloves that protect as well as 
they perform.  Our #1 selling full-fingered work glove!

one Tough pair of Gloves!
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Hot Hand™ Gloves

Pre-curved anatomic 
design adds comfort.

Heat resistant leather finger 
protection designed with
“pinched style” fingertips.

Wrap around second 
layer heat resistant leather 

starts on palm.

The palms, tops and 
thumbs are insulated.

More leather 
wrapped around in key 

wear areas.

Padded, two-way 
stretch lined Spandex 

top for flexibility and fit.

2132
EN 388:2003
EN 420:2003

To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

StrongestStrong Stronger
To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420.

Contact heat performance Level 2 250ºC / 480ºF
StrongestStrong Stronger

Leather Fingerless Gloves

Convenient terry-cloth 
panel for on the fly

sweat removal.

Padded two-way 
stretch lined Spandex top 

for flexibility and fit.

High grade leather with 
extra padding in the palm.

Streamlined elastic cuff 
combined with hook and loop 

closure ensures secure fit.

leaTHer FiNGerless Gloves
sWF-05-007 -012 (Xsmall-XXlarge)

superior durability!
Genuine Leather, extra padding in the palm. Extra wide velcro cuff. 
Great for rigging, stagehands, conventions, Audio/Video and more.

Built To Take The Heat!
This top quality heat resistant leather glove works excellent for professionals 
that work with hot materials while providing a secure grip and superior hand 
protection. For lighting, rigging, rappelling, rescue, cold weather and more.

seTWear HoTHaNd Gloves
Color: Black  sHH-05-007 - 012 (Xsmall - XXlarge)
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Oil Rigger Gloves Glove Sizing Chart
Place hand, palm down on Size Chart while placing
Index Finger against Blue Line...
Look to the right of your hand...

What Size Are You?
Hi-Visibility design.

EN 388:2003
EN 420:2003

2132

To relieve the use during the special tasks
of duty, the gloves do not have the total
requested length according to the DIN EN 420. 

StrongestStrong Stronger

oil riGGer Gloves
Color: Blk/Green  oil-06-009 thru 012 (Med - XXlarge)

High dexterity glove with the specific needs 
of the oil/gas extraction industry in mind.

Flexible TPR provide 
complete full length finger 

and thumb protection.

Dual stitched and 
reinforced thumb 
patch for added 
wear protection.

100% genuine leather 
palm and fingers for 

ultra dexterity.
Secure and comfortable fit 

with hook/loop closure strap.

Double layer 100% 
genuine leather with EVA 

foam padding.

Heavy duty TPR top hand/
upper knuckle guard for impact 

and crush protection.

Pre-contoured design and 
2-way stretch rib spandex for 
added comfort and fitment.

100% genuine leather finger 
sidewalls for additional wear 

and abrasion protection.

High dexterity - High Grade leather
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Smart Back Belt

3D shaped lumbar wedge fits and supports 
your lower back to allow your back to assume 

a natural position. The soft shaped pad pro-
vides the perfect lumbar support to take strain 
off of your back, improve posture, and prevent 

accidents while moving or lifting.

Revolutionary BOA tightening system 
provides instant adjustment and super 

secure fitting. The BOA knob uses internal 
3:1 gearing so it does all the work and 

provides the ultimate support to
your back.

The hooks are rated at 1 ton.
• Many uses to keeping your
   equipment secure.
• Eliminate cargo shifting.
• Great for all trucks, vans
   and SUVs.
• Easy on! Easy off!
   Easy storage!

Oversized buckle allows for quick 
adjustment and a secure fit.

• The patented BOA two-finger speed dial.
• 3-D Lumbar Support.

• Contoured Nylon Outer Shell.
• Lightly Padded Sweat Absorbing Liner.

•Adjustable Belt Buckle.

The Ultimate Back Support
DURABLE NYLON GATE WITH RUBBER COATED TIEDOWN HOOKS

Lance Coury

sMB-05-008 (small - 30” to 34” Waist size)
sMB-05-009 (Medium - 34” to 38” Waist size)
sMB-05-010 (large - 38” to 42” Waist size)
sMB-05-011 (X-large - 42” to 46” Waist size)

setWear Moto-Gate
MTo-05-100

Fully adjustable bed extender and cargo net in one! Moto-Gate differs from other 
truck bed extenders and load restrainers currently on the market, having tie downs 
on the four corners of a durable nylon net to help it conform to materials being 
transported in truck beds, vans, cars and SUVs.
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SetWear Belts SetWear Pouches

2” Nylon Belt
2” Adjustable & Fits 48 Inch Waist

Our most popular pouch to date, the Combo Tool Pouch 
holds up to 33’ tape measures, has a glove clip on the side 
and gives you enough room to keep your most used tools on 
you at all times.

7.5” Tall x  6.5” wide, Hook and loop closure.

CoMBo Tool pouCH     sW-05-514

Carry everything you need in one pouch! These AC Pouches will hold your Sharpies, 
pens and pencils, Palm Pilots, mini-Mag lights, notepads and more. Velcro flap keeps 
everything secure along with a plastic hook on the side for additional storage.

Jumbo AC: Size: 7” Tall x 8.5 Wide”. Small AC: Size: 7” Tall x 7.5” Wide.

JuMBo aC pouCH      sW-05-515 sMall aC pouCH       sW-05-509

Simple, durable and ready to go, this belt’s a must in everyone’s arsenal 
of tools. Clip on to it, hang tools from it, add pouches to it; whatever your 
choice, this belt is a great start to build your custom set-up.

2” NyloN BelT       sW-05-521
(one size Fits all)

This 2” adjustable belt is padded all the way around and is also equipped 
with a quick release buckle.

2” padded BelT     sW-05-540 (sM/Md) 
2” padded BelT       sW-05-520 (lg/Xl)

2” padded Belt
Fully Adjustable & Completely Padded 

Combo Tool pouch 

Jumbo aC pouch   small aC pouch 
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SetWear Pouches SetWear Pouches

radio CHesT paCK      sW-05-538

The most comfortable chest pack you’ll 
ever wear, this one features an adjustable 
radio pouch, 2” shoulder straps, tri-ring 
adjustable strap system and quick release 
buckles. 2 fold over compartments keeps 
everything else secure as well.

uTiliTy pouCH     sW-05-504

A necessity on set for most every profes-
sional below the line... the Mini Flashlight 
Pouch. What better way to keep yours 
securely at your side at all times than with 
this convenient pouch. Secure belt clip.

MiNi FlasHliGHT pouCH     sW-05-527

Perfect for your small tools, pens, phone 
and more, our mini tool pouch comes 
with a three-tiered pocket, hook and 
loop closure.

Size: 8” Tall x 4” Wide.

Perfect for your small tools, pens, 
phone and more, our utility pouch 
comes with a three-tiered pocket, 
hook and loop closure and clips eas-
ily to your belt or bag. Secure belt 
clip.

7” Tall x 3” Wide.

MiNi Tool pouCH       sW-05-528

Great low key design. Front pocket 
for easy access. Side webbing strip 
for additional storage. Hook and 
loop closure.
 
Size: 7.5”Tall x 6.5” Wide.

Tool pouCH       sW-05-513

Tool pouch radio Chest pack 

radio pouch Mini Flashlight
pouch Mini Tool pouch utility pouch 

Simple, yet effective, our radio pouch 
holds an array of different sized radios 
and loops right onto your belt. Elas-
tic strap and button keeps everything 
where it should be. Fits up to 3” belts 
and fits most standard sized radios.

radio pouCH       sW-05-529


